Sexual dimorphism of flathead mullet (*Mugil cephalus*) from Northern Mindanao rivers using geometric morphometric analysis
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ABSTRACT. Sexual dimorphism is biologically important for determining the morphological traits of marine species. Flathead mullet (*Mugil cephalus*) was examined based on the patterns of sexual dimorphism from the two rivers in Northern Mindanao. The samples were collected from Cagayan de Oro River and Mandulog River to investigate phenotypic divergence and sexual dimorphism in two different populations of wild-caught *M. cephalus* using geometric morphology based on landmark basis. A total of 17 landmarks were identified to describe the left and right body shapes of the specimen using the TpsRelw (version 1) to obtain the warp scores of each population. Results of the Relative Warp Analysis show no significant variation in the body shape within the sexes in the respective sampling sites. Results of the discriminant function analysis (DFA) show that in Cagayan de Oro River there is no significant variation in the body shape of mullets between sexes suggesting no sexual dimorphism in the flathead mullets in Cagayan de Oro River. In contrast, Discriminant Function Analysis show that there is significant variation in body shape between sexes in Mandulog River in Iligan City suggesting presence of sexual dimorphism in the area which can be due to the presence of abundant and highly diverse predator species in Mandulog River. Sexual dimorphosm can be used by fishes as an adaptive mechanism to maximize predator-escape performance and survival capacity. Furthermore, there is a significant shape variation between populations of mullets in Cagayan de Oro and Mandulog River which can be interpreted as due to geographic isolation which serves as physical barrier on the gene pool. In conclusion, many factors could account for variation in body shape of *Mugil cephalus* including predation and biogeographical barriers.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the animal kingdom, sexual dimorphism in overall size and appearance occurs (Hedrick & Temeles, 1989) and thus gathered the interest of many researchers to study on the sexual differences in morphology (Badyaev & Martin, 2000; Schulte-Hostedde et. al. 2002). Sexual dimorphism can evolve when selection on males and females differs. Different trait values can differentially affect mating success in the two sexes, hence sexual selection is one of the most important drivers of sexual dimorphism (Darwin, 1871).

Sexual dimorphism, as this concept can be explained by sexual selection, prognosticate that variations in the reproductive roles between sexes may influence a sort of selection. There would then be sexual differences in morphological attributes such as the shape of its body (Casselman and Schulte-Hostedde, 2004). Yet, especially in terms of shape, sexual dimorphism could also be a functional adjustment for different habits of the sexes (Spoljaric and Reimchen, 2008; Burns and Rodd, 2009). There are varieties of factors wherein sexual dimorphism can result, including both sexual and natural selection. Sexual differences in external structures can also be driven by different
reproductive roles, niche divergence between the sexes, preference of one sex for particular traits of the other sex, and intra-sexual competition can drive sexual differences in external structures (Slatkin, 1984; Shine, 1989; Andersson, 1994; and Kitano et al., 2007). Sexual dimorphism is required to understand the ecology, behaviour, and life history of a species like in the threespine stickleback (*Gasterosteus aculeatus*), sharing general features of secondary sexual characters across different populations was found out and that sexual dimorphism in some morphological traits was indicated having a genetic basis (Kitano et al., 2007).

*Mugil cephalus* (grey mullet), belonging to family Mugilidae, is the most abundant and commonly caught of all species which is primarily detritivorous, ingesting large amounts of organic matter, sand or mud from the sediment of waterways. It inhabits estuarine intertidal, freshwater and coastal marine habitats worldwide from approximately 42 N – 42 S latitude. It supports commercial and recreational fisheries owing to the high protein and vitamins contained in the muscle tissue, the value of roe from females, and are a stable food source in many countries (Whitfield et al., 2012).

The body shape of grey mullet (colored bluish gray or greenish above, becoming silver along its body sides) looks cylindrical in its anterior and somewhat looks compressed in its posterior end. Approximately, it could reach a length of up to 18” and could weigh up to 3 pounds (Hill, 2004).

Basically, males and females differ in their reproductive roles. Variations in selective pressures experienced by the sexes can ultimately result in the evolution of sexual dimorphism of morphological traits (Andersson, 1994). Hence, the study was conducted to gather data on the sexual dimorphism of *Mugil cephalus* from the two rivers in Northern Mindanao, Cagayan de Oro River and Mandulog River hence the study was conducted.

The present study investigates phenotypic divergence and sexual dimorphism in two populations of *Mugil cephalus* from Mandulog River and Cagayan de Oro River. Specifically, it aims to quantify and visualize the mean shape differences between sexes (sexual dimorphism), and between populations and species (morphological divergence) using a geometric morphology based on landmarks analyses.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

**Samples**

Two populations of *Mugil cephalus* with a total of 40 samples were examined. Adult male and female fishes from the rivers of Mandulog (N 08.25493, E 124.26.26077) and Cagayan de Oro (N 08.48874, E 124.64066) with 20 samples (10 males and 10 females) from each river were collected (Fig. 1). Fish samples were collected by a fisherman using conventional fish nets at the early hours of the day. Samples were then immediately paralyzed and immobilized with an ice in an ice box and brought to the MSU-Iligan Institute of Technology laboratory for photography.
Morphometrics Analysis

High definition photographs of the left side and right side of the samples were taken using a DSLR camera and a tripod angled at 90°. A total of 17 landmark points placed at homologous locations at the fish were chosen to quantify the overall shape (Fig 2).

Photographed images were then subjected to landmark-based geometric morphometric analysis. Each sample was landmarked thrice to minimize the errors in landmarking. Landmarks were digitized on the images using TpsDig (version 2).

Analysis of Relative Warp Scores

The TPS of the images of male and female Mugil cephalus were subjected to relative warp analysis using TpsRelw (version 1, 45) along with a slider and link file dictating the type of each landmark used in the study.
The landmarks were in two dimensional morpho-space grids where variations were shown as deformations of the grids. Images from each population were separated into male and female to produce consensus configuration of each sex to individually determine the shape variability of each population. Relative warps that contributed 5% and above to the overall data was used in the analysis using Paleontological Statistics developed by Hammer et al (2001). The results were depicted in histograms. To determine if shape varied significantly between sexes of *Mugil cephalus*, pooled partial warp scores of the sexes from both populations were subjected to Discriminant Function Analysis (DFA).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Body Shape Variation of Flathead Mullet

The extent of the left body shape variation of normal female *M. cephalus* from Cagayan de Oro River is described by the five relative warps which explain 88.17% of the total variation. The pattern of shape change is summarized in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Summary of female left mullet body shape geometric morphometric analysis from Cagayan de Oro River. It shows the consensus morphology (uppermost figure) and the extremes of their variation in body shape produced by the first five relative warps explaining 88.17% of the total variation. (RW1 = 44.59%, RW2 = 21.94%, RW3 = 10.61%, RW4 = 5.76%, RW5 = 5.27%)](image)

The variation in the left body shape of female mullets in Cagayan de Oro River ranges from 5.27% - 44.59% which signifies that there is no significant variation in the left body shapes within the female population in the area.
The extent of the left body shape variation of normal male *M. cephalus* from Cagayan de Oro River is described by the four relative warps which explain 86.44% of the total variation. The pattern of shape change is summarized in Figure 4.

The variation in left body size of male mullets in Cagayan de Oro River ranges from 6.35% - 41.70%. The left body size of male mullets in Cagayan de Oro River varies insignificantly.

The extent of the right body shape variation of normal female *M. cephalus* from Cagayan de Oro River is described by the five relative warps which explain 89.37% of the total variation. The pattern of shape change is summarized in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Summary of female right mullet body shape geometric morphometric analysis from Cagayan de Oro River. It shows the consensus morphology (uppermost figure) and the extremes of their variation in body shape produced by the first five relative warps explaining 89.37% of the total variation. (RW1 = 37.79%, RW2 = 26.63%, RW3 = 11.66%, RW4 = 7.57%, RW5 = 5.72%)

The variation in the right body shape of female mullets in Cagayan de Oro River ranges from 5.27% - 37.79%. This means that there is no significant variation in the right body shapes within the female population.

The extent of the right body shape variation of normal male M. cephalus from Cagayan de Oro River is described by the five relative warps which explain 90.19% of the total variation. The pattern of shape change is summarized in Figure 6.
Figure 6. Summary of male right mullet body shape geometric morphometric analysis from Cagayan de Oro River. It shows the consensus morphology (uppermost figure) and the extremes of their variation in body shape produced by the first five relative warps explaining 90.19% of the total variation. (RW1 = 41.92%, RW2 = 22.97%, RW3 = 12.14%, RW4 = 8.12%, RW5 = 5.04%)

The variation in right body size of male mullets in Cagayan de Oro river ranges from 5.04% - 41.92%. The right body size variation of male mullets in CDO River is insignificantly different.

The extent of the left body shape variation of normal female M. cephalus from Mandulog River is described by the five relative warps which explain 85.75% of the total variation. The pattern of shape change is summarized in Figure 7.
Figure 7. Summary of female left mullet body shape geometric morphometric analysis from Mandulog River. It shows the consensus morphology (uppermost figure) and the extremes of their variation in body shape produced by the first five relative warps explaining 85.75% of the total variation. (RW1 = 32.22%, RW2 = 19.23%, RW3 = 15.13%, RW4 = 11.94%, RW5 = 7.23%)

The variation in the left body shape of female mullets in Mandulog River ranges from 7.23% - 32.22%. There is no significant variation in the left body shapes within the female population in the area.

The extent of the left body shape variation of normal male *M. cephalus* from Mandulog River is described by the six relative warps which explain 85.21% of the total variation. The pattern of shape change is summarized in Figure 8.
Figure 8. Summary of male left mullet body shape geometric morphometric analysis from Mandulog River. It shows the consensus morphology (uppermost figure) and the extremes of their variation in body shape produced by the first six relative warps explaining 85.21% of the total variation. (RW1 = 30.48%, RW2 = 17.67%, RW3 = 14.86%, RW4 = 9.08%, RW5 = 7.44%, RW6 = 5.68%)

The variation in the left body shape of male mullets in Mandulog River ranges from 5.68% - 30.48%. This means that there is no significant variation in the left body shapes within the male population in the area.

The extent of the right body shape variation of normal female *M. cephalus* from Mandulog River is described by the four relative warps which explain 79.85% of the total variation. The pattern of shape change is summarized in Figure 9.
Figure 9. Summary of female right mullet body shape geometric morphometric analysis from Mandulog River. It shows the consensus morphology (uppermost figure) and the extremes of their variation in body shape produced by the first four relative warps explaining 79.85% of the total variation. (RW1 = 33.80%, RW2 = 19.00%, RW3 = 14.43%, RW4 = 12.62)

The variation in the right body shape of female mullets in Mandulog River ranges from 12.62% - 33.80% which signifies that there is no significant variation in the right body shapes within the female population in the area.

The extent of the right body shape variation of normal male *M. cephalus* from Mandulog River is described by the five relative warps which explain 81.99% of the total variation. The pattern of shape change is summarized in Figure 10.
The variation in the right body shape of male mullets in Mandulog River ranges from 5.11% - 34.58%. There is no significant variation in the right body shapes within the male population in the area.

The overall result of the Relative Warp Analysis showed that there is no significant variation in body shape within the sexes of *Mugil cephalus* in Cagayan de Oro River and Mandulog River. This implies that within sex mullets have uniform body shape which can be due to natural and sexual selection of species.
Discriminant Function Analysis

Using the relative warp data from landmark-based geometric morphometric analysis, the body shape variations between sexes within the same site was determined using Discriminant Function Analysis. Figure 11 shows that there is no significant variation in body shape between sexes of *Mugil cephalus* in Cagayan de Oro River suggesting absence of sexual dimorphism in the area.

![Graph of Discriminant Function Analysis of the relative warp scores of left body shapes among mullets in Cagayan de Oro River.](image1)

Figure 11. Graph of Discriminant Function Analysis of the relative warp scores of left body shapes among mullets in Cagayan de Oro River.

The figure shows high degree of overlap in the frequency distribution of the relative warp scores of the male and female mullets in Cagayan de Oro River. This suggests that there is high degree of similarity in the body shape in both sides between the male and female mullets in Cagayan de Oro River.

Discriminant Functional Analysis result shown in Figure 12 suggests a significant variation in the frequency distribution of the relative warp scores between sexes in Mandulog River. Analysis show that higher than 50% of the pooled population of mullets in Mandulog River are correctly classified as male or female suggesting sexual dimorphism.

![Graph of Discriminant Function Analysis of the relative warp scores of left body shapes among mullets from Mandulog River.](image2)

Figure 12. Graph of Discriminant Function Analysis of the relative warp scores of left body shapes among mullets from Mandulog River.
The same result can also be applied to the right body shape of female and male mullets from Mandulog River as shown in Figure 13 which has greater than 50% correctly classified value.

Variation in the body shape between the sexes is observed in Mandulog River. This means that there is an occurrence of sexual dimorphism of mullets in Mandulog River unlike in Cagayan River. According to Hendry et al., (2006) guppies (*Poecilia reticulata*) exhibit greater difference in body shape in high predation environments because males suffer higher predation than females thus favouring a body shape that maximizes predator-escape performance. This implies that there is relatively greater number of predators in Mandulog River than in Cagayan de Oro River. Alternatively sexual dimorphism may play an important role in schooling behavior as well as in sexual recognition of these species in environment characterized by turbid coastal waters secondary to high sediment load of riverine waters.

Discriminant function analysis was also applied to the body shape variations in both sexes between the sites using the relative warp data from landmark-based geometric morphometric analysis. As shown in Figure 14, the left body shape of female mullet from Cagayan de Oro River varied significantly from the left body shape of male from Mandulog River.

Figure 13. Graph of Discriminant Function Analysis of the relative warp scores of right body shapes among mullets from Mandulog River.

Figure 14. Graph of Discriminant Function Analysis of the relative warp scores of right body shape of female mullets from Cagayan de Oro River and right body shape of male mullets from Mandulog River.
Figure 14 distinctly discriminates the males from the female mullets. The figure shows different group of body shape, thus left body shapes of female and male mullets in Cagayan de Oro River and Mandulog River respectively, are statistically different. The result can also be applied to the right body shapes of female and male mullets from Cagayan de Oro River and Mandulog River respectively as well as the left and right body shapes of male and female mullets from Cagayan de Oro River and Mandulog River respectively.

The sexual dimorphism observed between the Cagayan de Oro River and Mandulog River mullet populations can be accounted to biogeographical barriers which is a major driver of speciation (Wiley, 1988). Hossain et al., (2010), stated that variations by geographic separation are caused more likely by differences in water quality and other environmental conditions. Also, migration of Mugil cephalus is possible because it is widespread along the Philippines and tolerates both marine and freshwater conditions (Dusey et al., 2009).

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The variation in the body shape of males in Cagayan de Oro river using the first relative warp ranges from 41.70% to 41.92%. In females the variation is 37.79% - 44.59%. Therefore, The phenotypic variation based on body shape of the flathead mullet is not significant within sexes in Cagayan de Oro river.

The variation in the body shape of males in Mandulog river ranges from 30.48% to 34.58%. In females the variation ranges from 32.22% to 33.80%. Therefore, there is no significant variation in the body shape within sexes of flathead mullets in Mandulog river.

Results from discriminant function analysis of both sexes of mullets from Cagayan de Oro River exhibited no significant variation which implies a distinct, uniform shape between sexes and therefore absence of sexual dimorphism in the Cagayan de Oro river. Mullets from Mandulog River showed significant variation, hence, sexual dimorphism of mullets can be seen in Mandulog River. Abundance of predators in Mandulog River can be the reason why there is significant phenotypic variability among mullets. Body shape variations in both sexes between the sites were also determined using the relative warp data from landmark-based geometric morphometric analysis. Left body shape of female mullet from Cagayan de Oro River varied significantly from the left body shape of male from Mandulog River which is applicable to both sexes. Biogeographical barrier is the main reason of the variation between body shapes which serves as physical barrier to gene flow.

Increased number of samples and increased sampling sites are recommended to obtain more reliable results. Use of high resolution cameras to obtain high quality and focused specimen is highly recommended also to be able to easily landmark the specimens. Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) which includes confusion matrix and jackknifed confusion matrix table should be applied to reinforce the data from the discriminant function analysis (DFA).
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